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Are we moving from demand weakness concern to that of tight supply?
There’s 39% of US Gulf Coast offshore production offline, coupled with about 820,000 
bd of refining capacity. Net-net from a macro supply perspective, you’ve got more 
refining production offline than crude so you could see crude stocks not draw as hard 
as the API shows, but the product stocks could still drop. 

The Baltic Index appears to still be on an upward trajectory? 
It shows that container rates are going to continue to remain strong but they’re probably 
hitting the top end of the curve after a meteoric rise. Major shipping companies are 
announcing that they’re not going to increase rates further. They’re going to try to put 
a cap on it because they’re making so much money and have no idea what to do with 
all the cash. You can only build so many new ships. So, we’re coming to the end of the 
container freight bubbles although they will still be elevated in relation to calendar 2020 
prices and going into Q2 2022. We will probably then start to see them flatten out again. 

Is the heat coming out of the US economy?  
It still looks hot. Food prices are all up – beef 18% quarter on quarter. And why? Because 
LNG is so expensive, which is increasing the price of the grain used to feed these animals. 
Inflation is not transitory. It is getting further embedded into the day to day goods and 
services that people need to buy to survive and to keep moving. There’s also still a 
tremendous amount of slack on the employment side. Companies are increasing wages 
to get people back. If we put that rate over all the goods that are bought and sold 
throughout the system, that’s an increase in cost for the consumer. So as wages start to 
come up, that whole supply chain cost structure goes up. 

*Paraphrased comments
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